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MINUTES

City of Newport Planning Commission
Work Session

Newport City Hall Conference Room A
January 23, 2017

6:00p.m.

Planning Commissioners Present: Jim Patrick. Bob Berman. Jim Hanselman, and Rod Croteau.

Planning Commissioners Absent: Lee Hardy, Bill Branigan, and Mike Franklin (all excused).

PC Citizens Advisory Committee PIembers Present: Karmen Vanderbeck.

PC Citizens Advisory Committee Members Absent: Bob Heida. and Dustin Capri.

Community Members Present: Janet Webster

City Staff Present: Community Development Director (CDD) Derrick Tokos, Associate Planner Rachel Cotton and Executive
Assistant Sherri Marineau.

1. Call to Order. Chair Patrick called the Planning Commission work session to order at 7:02 p.m.

2. Unfinished Business.

A. Vertical housing Tax Incentive Program Part 4. Cotton opens with a review of rental data. There was a question
before the meeting about which standards are being used. The City uses the same standards that HUD uses. Patrick asks
about Toledo’s levels. Cotton says the figures are just estimates and a small community.

A discussion ensued regarding the exemption program. Croteau asks how profit margins translate for developers. Cotton
says in Eugene they are using third patty reviewers and the Commission agreed previously that it would be a good way
to go.

Cotton reviews the standards. A discussion ensued about tax abatement and third party reviews. Tokos said a third party
review firm could he put on retainer and that would mean they work for the City. Costs would come out of the application
fee. The City could speci’ that the applicant identify their return on investment and provide thoughts on why it is or
isn’t reasonable given the project and market conditions. Because a public hearing is required. the Planning Commission
andor City Council would have to make a judgernent on if the return on investment was reasonable. Croteau suggests
erring on the side of generosity to get things moving. Patrick says if things geta lot better we could see people treating
them as gravy trains. Cotton says the City can require a certain number of units built. Berman says requiring an annual
report after 5 years would be important. Cotton says for return on investments we can ask a developer what their ideal
is and what would make them walk away from a project. The consultant report says 7 percent is what a developer is
going for. Berman says without abatement they will only get 6 percent and asks if that qualifies them. Tokos states there
will be some market restrictions that drive it to some degree. Patrick says right now people are flipping apartments in
Portland and it’s not helping because it’s rehab. Berman says you have to be really careful with rehabilitation for this
reason.

Cotton reviews policy considerations. The Commissions agrees that map layout presented is what they want. Berman
asks if the map is an overlay zone, and if so. how is the decision made to include a lot on the map. Tokos says it isn’t a
zoning tool, it just shows the what is available in particular areas according to what the Planning Commission wanted.

Cotton covers the financial review. Croteau asks if the public hearing would be with the Planning Commission or City
Council. Cotton believes City Council. Tokos says the City Council would want the Planning Commission to vet it first
and give them a recommendation.

A discussion ensued regarding the intent of the program. Cotton points out the same goals are in the City’s Comp Plan.
An example of multi-unit housing conversation is given concerning a motel being converted to studio apartments.

Berman asks if Cotton was implying the developer agrees to rent control in the previous financial discussion. Cotton
says no. It could. but it doesn’t have to. A discussion ensued regarding terminology and threshotds. Patrick doesn’t think
an abatement should be given for those who are rehabbing. Tokos says to look at more trend lines as projects come
through. If we start seeing trends that are targeting a small slice, we can do program adjustments. Berman wants to
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exclude rehabbing as well. He asks about Mazatlán restaurant. The units above are not in use now but could be made
into housing. This would need a change in use. Cotton says you can rigidly define what rehab means.

New construction is covered. Cotton suggests 3+ units as a minimum. She asks for the Commissioner’s thoughts.
Berman asks why 3 units instead of 2. Cotton explains there are duplexes being built already and it is something above
what is happening now.

Cotton covers rehabilitation recommendations and discusses what rehabilitation means. She asks the Commissioners
what the minimum should be for a rehab project to qualify. Vanderbeck says some existing buildings couldn’t support
more than 2 units if talking about using existing buildings. Berman asks if a developer could get more than one
exemption. He asks if they qualify for one for 10 years could they qualify for another for the next 10 years. Also, could
they qualify for 2 of the 3 programs with the same project. Patrick says yes and could be motivating for developers.
Cotton wonders if they would cancel each other out. Tokos says this is an either/or and vertical is a state program that
is administered differently. When the Commission discussed it before, it was more about giving developers the options.

A discussion ensued concerning public benefits and Ordinance 307.618. Cotton covers what other areas are doing.
Capping of benefits has been criticized by developers. Vanderbeck asks why Eugene is having limited success. Cotton
says they were only getting student housing and had to hit the brakes and retool the program.

Cotton does an exercise on public benefits with Commissioners to find out what they think is important for Newport.
Berman asks if an ADA is required for normal rehabs. Not unless it is already covered or they are adding 4 or more
units. A discussion ensued concerning public transit and its public benefit.

A discussion ensued regarding developers having the option of in lieu of Vanderbeck thinks labor standards are
important because Newport has a different climate. Building and labor standards are discussed.

The size of the program and how to determine big projects was discussed. Tokos told the PC that future projects will be
happening.

Tokos said there will be the first of 4 SDC meetings on January 24th It is important to see how SDCs and housing
programs stitch together.

3. New Business. No new business.

4. Adiournment. Having no further discussion, the meeting adjourned at 6:59 p.m.

Respectfully submitted,

Sherri Marineau,
Executive Assistant
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